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Abstract. This paper describes the tests were used to identify useful categories
to be integrated into an interactive learning test for use in the design of inter-
active devices for seniors.
The inquiry sought to understand from a broad view as they occur in the

elderly, some of the cognitive and communicative processes, mainly those in
which mediates the interaction with technology. Test of cognitive training used
with older adults, they selected taken as a reference two criteria of relevance:
first tests aimed at strengthening processes of care and guidance; and secondly,
tests have proven to be efficient in activating processes of memory and executive
functions, which are directly involved in the interaction with technology.
As a result of this process categories are obtained, for the development and

evaluation aimed at optimizing interaction processes in older adults. Retained
categories were: identify and describe, relate group or associate and work
sequences.
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1 Introduction

The process of internalization and cognitive appropriation is mediated by social
interaction and intercommunication, where the type of communication language used is
critical, and even more in the digital environment where screens have changing pro-
cesses. “According to Vygotsky (1987, 1988), in the words of Pino Sirgado (2000),
unlike animals, subject to the instinctive adaptation mechanisms, humans create
instruments and systems of signs whose use enables them to transform and see the
world, share their experiences and develop new psychological functions”, Moreira
(2004). For him, in the process of cognitive development man it goes reconstituting
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internally, approaching what has already been developed by the species and then
progressed to contribute to the creation of new tools and signs.

From these assumptions and considering the differences in response obtained
depending on how content is presented and affecting performance levels, three useful
skills for interactive processes were evident, and better yet regarding any communi-
cation process, which were defined mannered sub-categories of analysis for commu-
nication skills: a first abilities relating to the resolution of semantic content where
words and general text are privileged, a second ability related to resolution of abstract
contents primarily numerical operations and a final equally transverse to the applied
tests and essential in interactive processes corresponding to resolution of symbolic
content, supported mainly in pictures. These categories are defined on the ground that
the main interest of this work is in the interactive mediation, as well as raises Scolari
(2008) corresponds to this subject a change of perspective on communication pro-
cesses, a paradigm “that it may not works from the theories of reception, if not from a
communication concept that is approached from the new possibilities of interactive
digital communication.”

From these theoretical assumptions, since the Lotca test was applied in order to
stimulate some conscious cognitive capacities of human beings, and considering how
the content is grouped and activities of standardized tests, a second review of the
contents of the tests was conducted in order to determine this time relevant aspects of
cognitive order.

1.1 Cognitive Skills

According to Reed (2007), cognitive skills are the abilities and processes of mind
needed to perform a task, and they are the working of the mind and enabling knowl-
edge being responsible for acquiring and retrieve it for later use; according to data
collected with the tests, it was found that these tests include thought processes that are
common to the use of interactive technologies relating mainly to identify or describe
images, relate figurative elements and associated or group elements because of their
morphological characteristics, and other activities where sequences are performed to
achieve some end.

Since there is currently no single taxonomy of cognitive skills, it was considered
useful to classify them into two groups: basic and higher skills. This proposed division,
basic or simple cognitive abilities are to observe, remember, compare, sort, group,
label, classify, infer, analyze, reason and higher cognitive skills are aimed at problem
solving, decision making, critical thinking and creative thinking. (Ramos et al. 2010).

Also considered, thinking skills sorted Trujillo and Salcedo (2012), in relation to
the functional cognitive abilities that can be associated with the interaction, and the
changes in the mode of information processing by humans while performing tasks
related to the understanding of the environment, the content in the second category of
analysis was defined as: cognitive aspects, and decided that would include the sub-
categories of analysis: identify, relate, grouping and processing sequences.
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2 Subject and Methods

For the development of experimental tests a group of volunteers of both sexes, some
with an active working life and other retired with age of 60, was formed; according to
the guidelines referred to the years of experience of interaction with technologies that
bring together the population born before 1960, which is known in sociology as
electro-mechanical interfaces characterized by mostly using analog type. The volun-
teers were grouped into three subgroups, a sub-group consisting of attending therapy
activities in the Meredi Barrios Unidos hospital, another made up his companions, and
a third group attending the Senior Center in the “La Caracola” Activity Center in
Bogotá.

In total, data from 12 aged adult’s volunteers, who performed all the selected tests
were recorded. All participants were informed of the interest of the study, the final use
of the data and consented in writing their participation; and the tests were applied under
ethical standards within the premises of the two institutions, considering the rhythms of
each person to advance or delay the process voluntarily.

2.1 Assess Test and Evaluation Plans and Procedures

The initial activity consisted in apply a base test aimed to establish the overall capa-
bilities of the participants and their relevance to shape the sample. The entry base test
corresponded to excerpts from the general health survey reported by the group of
Gerontology at the University of Caldas. The evaluated items were selected in con-
sideration of the aspects established by theory as determinants of cognitive decline in
adults: health conditions, social relationships, education, dependence, autonomy and
depression.

This test determines the average age was 68, the predominant language in the group
is the Spanish and live mainly with children or relatives. It was also determined that all
trial participants were literate, however large differences in educational level is pre-
sented as some have completed only primary, other intermediate levels and another
group reached higher levels of education. Most participants were women with 83.3 %,
since only two men involved in the study, 58.3 % of these are single, 16.7 % married
and 25 % of the participants are widowed.

In assessing the cognitive decline of the group, since the exercises in the test it was
found that in general the spatial orientation in the group performed well with 94.75 %
accuracy. In identifying images the result was correct for the overall group, but in
relation to the recall of observed images it was found a large decrease, because only
75 % was successful. The other aspect evaluated by the test is related to the under-
standing and linguistic memory, for this aspect to be evaluated by reading stories and
texts, a precision level of 84 % was identified in the responses for adult group. After
reviewing these data, it was determined that the group complied with the basic skills
needed to be part of the study, and proceeded to apply standardized tests selected for
the approach.

From a quantitative exploratory perspective that considers these instruments as
archetypes and useful tools for approach to understanding the cognitive reality of
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seniors, the following tests were selected: Brief Neuropsychological Assessment
Neuropsi; this test explores nine areas: orientation, attention/concentration, language,
memory, executive functions, visuospatial processing, reading, writing and arithmetic,
the second test used was Loewenstein Occupational Therapy Cognitive Assessment
(LOTCA) battery, for seniors. In all cases, the test results from the tests were registered
into the registration protocols, that for this purpose are pre-designed and from which
the assessment and monitoring of each individual is made when is relevant.

3 Results

3.1 Data Communication Skills

For semantic communication skills, the results of the activities of the battery “Neuropsi”
were considered referring to spontaneous verbal memory, sentence repetition, verbal
fluency, reading and writing as well as evocative mainly verbal, key memory and
recognition of series. Due to memory can store experiences and perceptions to evoke
subsequently, initially spontaneous verbal memory was assessed. There was noted that
performance in these skills is not entirely satisfactory since only 54 % of participants
correctly pronounced the words of the exercise, and praying obtained generally a per-
centage of 79.13.

Regarding verbal fluency two aspects were measured, one semantic and the other
phonological, obtaining better results in semantic aspects (49.4 % shooting percentage)
than in the phonological (36.3 % shooting percentage). Two other items were assessed
to the research participants related to reading (77.8 % correct) and writing (91.65 %
correct), here, unlike previously evaluated aspects, participants performed better.
Finally in semantic aspect some evocation exercises related to verbal memory were
performed, the results are presented in Table 1.

From the results in the application of these exercises was observed that people
performed better in recognizing words they had memorized earlier, followed by the
review using keys. The table also presents that trend until this point of the analysis G2
group integrated by accompanying persons, obtained the best results in the exercises.
The G1 group corresponding to those in training therapy Meredi hospital, and G3
group attending the La Caracola adult center.

To analyze the abstract communication skills some items evaluated on the battery
“Neuropsi” were considered, especially those related to operations of regression digits,

Table 1. Data communication skills

General GROUP
G1 G2 G3

Spontaneous verbal memory 30,55 % 33,3 % 61,1 % 13,9 %
Key memory 45,82 % 50,0 % 66,7 % 33,3 %
Recognition 61,1 % 61,1 % 88,9 % 47,2 %
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consecutive mental arithmetic subtraction, and those responsible for evaluating exec-
utive functions mainly through increasing calculation operations. Likewise the results
of logical reasoning exercises from Battery “LOTCA” were reviewed for this purpose.
The results of these activities are recorded in Table 2, where it is evident that the lower
performance was in operations of inverted numbers. Generally participants fared well
in this type of logical questions.

For the analysis of the figurative abilities sub-category, items from “Neuropsi”
related to visual detection, perception and visuospatial memory, naming and under-
standing figurative and graphic sequencing were considered. From the “LOTCA”
Battery points related to sequencing activities of shapes and forms. The first test
focuses on the symbolism, especially in image recognition, in the first part identifi-
cation of figures according to a given model was made, here it was established that the
average number of figures recognized for the participants was 9, the highest number of
figures a participant recognized was 16 out of 21.

Measurements related to visuospatial processes were performed through copying
figures of average complexity, where good conservation was evident in research,
reflected in the 80 % of hits returned by the group in the test. Another evidence of this
subcategory was to name the images to be presented, where was obtained a 91.65 % of
correctly identifying pictures by participants. Similar results were obtained when
asking participants to point out some ways to assess comprehension instruction, 84.7 %
of participants noted the successful forms.

In reviewing the activities in which people should follow a pictorial sequence it was
determined that in the Neuropsi test only 58.3 % of the group follow the sequence
logically, compared with LOTCA test where they reach 90.8 %. In contrast to the
presentation of a sequence of geometric figures, in which individuals obtained a more
homogeneous development, obtaining a general average of 81.25 % for the two tests.
For the evocation exercises made regarding visuospatial memory was identified that
only a 42.38 % of the participants achieved successes in this type of activity, in
contrast to the perception of the spatial image, where it was found that 93.3 % of
people understood and properly developed the exercises.

4 Cognitive Skills Data

To start, there is the case of spatial perception, which considered three aspects: body
awareness, spatial relationships and spatial relationships in the picture, here, the per-
centage of accuracy in most aspects were quite high as evidenced by the in Table 3.

Table 2. Data communication skills

Percentage of correct answers

Inverted numbers 52 %
Consecutive subtraction 81,65 %
Problems with basic operations 66,7 %
Logic reasoning 72,5 %
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Regarding motor praxias three aspects were measured; motor imitation which was
expressed in a percentage of 91.7 % success, Using 100 % objects and symbolic
actions 97.5 % and was identified that all individuals retain their motor praxis in the
use of objects, and the other two areas assessed also performed well. In the mea-
surement of visual motor skills organization, six aspects were considered: Copy shapes
90.8 %, reproduction of models in 2D 90.8 %, board construction 82.5 %, design with
colorful blocks 77.5 %, play puzzle 73.3 % and clock drawing 80.8 % over these
issues is identified that there is a slight decrease in cognitive activities, being puzzle
play the lowest performance.

Regarding rational operations four aspects were measured; Categorization, pictorial
sequence, geometric sequence and logical questions, the percentages of accuracy in
each of the aspects are presented in the Table 4.

Comparing the four items evaluated, it was found that the best performance
achieved those involved in the investigation was in spatial perception, followed by
motor praxis and where lower performance was obtained in rational operations. This
could indicate that these seniors have retained more cognitive abilities related or
associated with images and motor imitation.

On the other hand, considering the way the content and activities of standardized
testing is clustered, it was revealed that these include thought processes common to the
use of interactive technologies, as cognitive skills are the abilities and processes of the
mind necessary to perform a task, and responsible for acquiring the knowledge and
recover it for later use. In this sense a second category of analysis was formulated
called: Cognitive aspects, with its analysis sub-categories: identify, relate, grouping and
processing sequences.

When comparing the average percentages of success was found that in the best
performance obtained corresponded to the activity of identification with 88.13 % and
the lowest in the preparation of sequences with 70.6 % success, this may mean that
people find it easier to relate to explicit and visible figures than recalling previously
observed images. To conclude this category, it was established that cognitive processes

Table 3. Perception data

Percentage of correct answers

Body awareness 97,9 %
Spatial relationships 97,5 %
Spatial relationships in the picture 93,3 %

Table 4. Rational data operations

General

Categorization 85,9 %
Pictorial sequence 90,8 %
Geometric sequence 81,2 %
Logical questions 72,5 %
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assessed showed a good performance in the group of participants, and by comparing
the average percentages of success that cast the four criteria set could say that the best
performance obtained is the ability to identify and lower performance in elaborating
sequences.

5 Conclusion

The collected data were used as support for the design of an interactive learning
experience, this experience served to validate the categories and the approach to a
formulation of a knowledge based and referred to interaction design for senior citizens.
The elements of the designed solution consist of a set of semantic and figurative
elements, purpose was to achieve a minimization of the elements of abstract order in
the design, in consideration of the difficulties encountered in this experience.

Since the purpose of the research study was to review the proposal of actions on the
designed interfaces, not from the menu concept, thus not to offer a semantic or sym-
bolic scale of options, usually sorted on operability and functionality criteria; to achieve
this objective the most important processes identified in the results of the tests were
applied, identify and describe, relate, group or associate and develop sequences, since it
was found that these factors favor the emergence and stimulation of functions: the use
of these elements in the development of interaction algorithms stimulate attention and
memory, and also strengthen the capacity of the elderly to plan, make judgments and
decisions, cognitive aspects directly involved in the interactive processes.
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